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Absltract: Given two spaces X and Y, three kinds of continuous nppinge f : X --, Y are con- 
sidered: the set * of all monotone mappings, the set .&?of idl light mappings and the set % of 
all non-alternating (onto) mappings. It is shown that - kmde.\P suitable .lssumptions on the 
spaces X and Y - the sets%, .@and % are G, sets ia the space Y*. It follows that, if Y is 
complete metric, then%, 2 and % are topologically complete spaces. 
The most important properties of set-valued m,appings which q.re applied in proving the 
main theoxems of section II are collected in section I. 
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1. Semi-continuous sewdued mappings. Let X and Y be two topolog- 
ical spaces, and let F(y) be, for each y E Y, a closed subset of X. In 
e F : Y+ 2x, where 2” denotes the space of all 
endowed with the Vietoris topology; this means 
that &he totality of sets either of the form (K : KC G) or of the form 
n 4; # 0 j is a subspace of 2x (here K is a closed subset and G an 
mapping F : Y’-+ 2 is called upper semi-conl’inuous 6u. s. c. ) if the 
set {y :F(y)C GJ) is en in Y whenever 6’ is open in X. 
ecall the following two statements (see f2; Vol. 
1 and p. 70, Thelorem 1 ] ) 
be cotztinuous. hen the mapping f- 1: 2y+ 2x is 
.ausdorff. 
metric and F : 
s an 
t fOllOWS that 
te and if St C Yx is ically 
complete (i.e. F i 
Because ach C+ubset of a complete space is t(~po~ogically complete 
(Alexandrov theorem, see e.g. [2; Vol. I, Q. 
The following statement (which is a generalization of (i) in the case 
at) has been recently proved (see [4; g 1 ] ). 
(v) Let H : Vx X 2y + 2x be defined by the Yormula H(f, B) = 
f-l(B). Then, if X is compact ausdorff and Y regukr, 
Statement (v) imphes the following (for a direct proof see [ 3; p. 284, 
+eore 11 of 14; !341). 
=+ 2x be defmed by K(f,x) == f-i [f(x)]. 
ausdorff and Y regular, is U.S.C. 
tant property (called joint continuity) of 
-+ ‘Py is continuous. 
own theorem on the topological meaning of 
Let q(x, y) be a predicate (a relation) defined on X X Y. Put 
Z = ((x,y) : t&y)} and A = (x: y : g(x,y)) ) 
i.e. A is the projection of ,Z paral e;1 to the Y-axis. 
e have the following two statements (see 12; Vol. II, p. 14, Corol- 
lary lb]). 
(ix) If Y is compact and 2 closed (resp. FO j in X X Y, the& is closed 
(resp. F,) in X. 
is compact and 2 open (resp. 6,) in X X Y, then the set 
y : cp(x, y)} is open (resp. G,) in X. 
onofone mapping~s. + Y is called mono8one if the 
cet .f-l(y) is connected whenever y E Y. Let us denote by 312 the set of 
all monotone dontinuovs mappings of into Y. 
c an etric, t 6 -se 
rider the assumpfk af Y bein 
rem 1 can be strengthened as folEvx (see [ 5 ] ). 
116 connected, then th 
appings is closed in YT 
fi ot necessari- 
On the other hand, therre are counter-examples which show that in 
Theorem A.’ no e conditions o an< of Y being lo- 
cally connected can be omitted (see 
mapping f: X-+ '1' is ca led light if the set 
f-l(y) contains :no conrected subsets (except singletons and the emp 
set), whenever y E Y. s &note by LZ 1-e se:: of all continuous 
light mappings of X i 
closed in 2x, provided X is 
ardsdorff, then A? is a 
and setting 
we have 
z= iYx X (‘e -- d)] n F-1(9”) and 
Since Z is an F6 -set in’YX X 2X, it fallows by (ix) (where we have XI 
replace X by I)‘*, 
in YX. 
f by 2.j: and A by Yx - ‘2) that Yx - .Q is an I”;,-set 
Thk completes the proof. 
5. ZVowdternating mappings. Let A and B be closed disjoint subsets 
of the space X. Accordir’ g to Whybum (see [8; g. 41]), .A separates B
if there are open sets A4 iznd A+! such tha:t 
(2) X-A==( N. MnN=Q, Mnh':Q#N,fQi. 
arate B iff B lies in Oile quasi-corn 
ment 
ssume that X is locally con 
ents of a conme 
9 we have the fo 
em A doe5 no 
a 
came cc X-A. 
plies tlxt A does not separate 
conditions (3). Denote by 
. . . /CA 
man (p5, p. 127J ). Let f: X+ Ybe cant us onto. f is sG(j to 
ltemating, iff the set f-l(y) does not se y')whenever 
y # y'; in other terms - if f-1 [f(x)] does not separate f-I‘[ f(d)] when- 
ever f(x)+ f(d). 
Let us denote by c)2 the set of non-alternating mappings of X onto Y. 
lf X is compac locally connected and Y metric, then 
the Corollary, 
(fE %)= 7: {f(x) = f(i) or R: [f-'f(x')cR] [f-lf(x)c x-
. 
9x’) :pjq (,f$,xI)) - . 
et ((f,x,x'h(f,x,x' G6 by (viii), since V is metlck. 
er hand, the mapping X Z+ 2x, defined by the for 
x) =f-lf(x), is U.S.C. by (vi), and hence the sets 
(f,x’>:.flJ’(x’) C R] and [<f. ~9: f-If(x) c -R] 
are open in Yx X Therefore, for each R, the sets 
{i~x,x'i:&(~x,x')*) a= open in Yx X A? ar,d so is their unkn 
41 ((f,x,x’): &(f,x,x’q . 
R 
It follows by (7) that 2 is the union of a G6 -set and of an open set. 
Mence Z is Gs (in Yx X X2). 
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